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Missing Infrastructure: $95 Billion
Highways area a fundamental infrastructure element
▪ $10 million to $20 million per mile (fully loaded)
▪ Some waste, fraud and abuse in every project

Yet we can drive the highways!
Carriers received $95 billion in Federal funding to
improve rural telecom infrastructure since 2000

Yet the rural digital “highway” is missing in action,
leaving rural America reliant on decrepit copper

Imperative to wisely invest public funding
to revitalize rural America
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90% of the funding came from the FCC Universal
Service Fund established by Congress to subsidize
telecommunications services in rural America, paid for
by surcharges on consumer telephone bills

Three Common Sense Solutions
for Broadband Programs
1. Build Future Proof Infrastructure
▪ Utilize robust specifications rather than relying on “technology neutral” provisions
▪ Require 100% coverage within a defined service area
▪ Fund based on overall value rather than just lowest bid
▪ Achieves long-term profitability once infrastructure built
2. Spur Competition and Innovation
▪ Avoid de facto monopolies
▪ Require “open” network designs
▪ Enable wide participation and promote public/private partnerships
3. Mandate Accountability and Transparency
▪ Reverse the burden of proof in carrier challenges
▪ Release milestones payments only after verification by public partner/3rd party
▪ Publish quarterly project updates including coordinates of locations passed/served
▪ Levy substantial penalties for overstatement of coverage and/or speeds
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Long-Term Perspective
on Broadband Speeds
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Mapping Breakthroughs
First Gen Mapping
ARC-Funded Eight County Study Area
Revealed 75% of the area lacking 25/3

Next gen algorithm merging data from:
▪ Ookla speed tests
▪ USAC HUBB deployment reports
▪ FCC Form 477
Results for all of Ohio coming soon
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Combination of FCC Form 477 and
USAC HUBB Data

Rural Expanse Cities and Towns

Why Does Rural Broadband
Require Subsidy?
City or Area of Ohio

Households per
Square Mile

Median Household Density Compared
Income
to Columbus

Columbus

1,510

$49,478

100%

Marietta

693

$35,556

46%

Logan

604

$29,691

40%

McConnelsville

486

$25,563

32%

Entirety of Meigs County

26

$33,407

1.7%

Carthage Township, Athens County

17

--

1.1%

Monroe Township, Perry County

12

--

0.8%

No terrestrial provider can serve 100% of the “rural expanse” without subsidy, the
point of the largely ineffective FCC Universal Service Fund High Cost Program
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The Limits of Middle Mile
• Myth: The presence of middle-mile fiber will
incentivize last-mile broadband deployments
• Fact: Extending last-mile broadband in the “rural
expanse” requires direct and substantial
subsidies and yields long-term profitability
• Private capital is more aggressively moving into
Tier 3 and Tier 4 markets based on middle mile,
but not into the “rural expanse”
• Evidence: FCC and NTIA investments have built
extensive middle-mile assets
• Nearly 100% of health care and K-12 locations in
Ohio are served with fiber
• Yet despite the extensive middle-mile in Ohio,
340,000+ rural households still lack even
minimal broadband
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Common Misconceptions
Misconception #1: Few rural households subscribe, often as few as
10%, and no one in these areas want more than 10/1
Fact: Where rural telephone and electric cooperatives deploy broadband,
subscription rates quickly reach 40% and one third of subscribers opt
for the top tier of gigabit speeds
Misconception #2: Space-based solutions and 5G will solve the issue
Facts: Low-earth orbit (LEO) satellites fit an important niche but do not
offer mass-market capacity and terrain obstructions limit the reach
5G requires last mile fiber networks due to limited reach of small cells
combined with terrain obstructions
Misconception #3: Fiber-to-the-premise in rural areas is too expensive
Fact: The full lifecycle costs for fiber are lower than a series of incremental
half-measures; sustainable programs have been implemented by numerous
rural telephone and electric cooperatives
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Eligibility Challenges
▪ Risked losing the equivalent of
two entire counties of eligibility
▪ No change on the ground,
Frontier later admitting it was
just a paper declaration

FCC “Initially Eligible” Census
Blocks for RDOF Phase 1
Frontier Petition to Remove
Blocks from RDOF Phase 1

▪ Buckeye Hills filed a rebuttal
despite the lack of a formal process
to do so

▪ The FCC subsequently rejected
Frontier’s petition in Ohio, citing
our rebuttal
▪ Similar tactics by multiple carriers
across the country succeeded due
to the lack of organized opposition
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Reversing the burden of proof would
short-circuit such egregious claims

Research Partners and Funders
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